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AssumptionsAssumptions

nn Cultures and time contexts are highly designableCultures and time contexts are highly designable
nn Human futures, presents, and pasts can become  Human futures, presents, and pasts can become  

dynamically interactivedynamically interactive



EthnogenesisEthnogenesis

nn Culture design through (radical) constructivismCulture design through (radical) constructivism
nn Counterbalance to ethnocentrismCounterbalance to ethnocentrism
nn Source of new cultural creativity, invention and Source of new cultural creativity, invention and 

innovationinnovation
nn Permits intentional culturesPermits intentional cultures
nn Permits new comparisons and assessmentsPermits new comparisons and assessments
nn Permits new futuresPermits new futures
nn Permits new decisionsPermits new decisions



TempogenesisTempogenesis

nn Time design through (radical) constructivismTime design through (radical) constructivism
nn Counterbalance to tempocentrismCounterbalance to tempocentrism
nn Offers new choices through alternative pasts, Offers new choices through alternative pasts, 

presents, and futurespresents, and futures
nn Presents new heuristic frameworks and choices Presents new heuristic frameworks and choices 

within artificially flexible time frameswithin artificially flexible time frames
nn Together with ethnogenesis, a source of cultural Together with ethnogenesis, a source of cultural 

novelty, new decisions and altered behavior novelty, new decisions and altered behavior 
options includingoptions including leapfroggingleapfrogging



LeapfroggingLeapfrogging

nn Leapfrogging means jumping over obstacles to Leapfrogging means jumping over obstacles to 
achieve goalsachieve goals

nn LF is a leadership markerLF is a leadership marker
nn LF saves timeLF saves time
nn LF builds institutional prestigeLF builds institutional prestige
nn LF works best if institutions collaborateLF works best if institutions collaborate
nn Can LF stimulate a Global Miracle?Can LF stimulate a Global Miracle?



StoryTechStoryTech

nn Is as simple as it needs to Is as simple as it needs to 
bebe

nn Is as complex as it needs to Is as complex as it needs to 
bebe

nn Is generativeIs generative
nn Is additive, synergistic, and Is additive, synergistic, and 

chaordicchaordic

nn Records individualized Records individualized 
viewsviews

nn Validates individualized Validates individualized 
viewsviews

nn Creates plausible, Creates plausible, 
personalized futurespersonalized futures

nn Reduces personal  Reduces personal  ‘‘future future 
shockshock’’

nn Promotes new, Promotes new, 
individualized futuresindividualized futures



DramaTechDramaTech

nn Is as simple as it needs to Is as simple as it needs to 
bebe

nn Is as complex as it needs to Is as complex as it needs to 
bebe

nn Is generativeIs generative
nn Is additive, synergistic, and Is additive, synergistic, and 

chaordicchaordic

nn Records social simulation Records social simulation 
viewsviews

nn Validates individualized Validates individualized 
views of social SIMSviews of social SIMS

nn Creates plausible social Creates plausible social 
futuresfutures

nn Reduces collective Reduces collective ‘‘future future 
shockshock’’

nn Promotes new Promotes new 
collaborative futurescollaborative futures



Necessity for Leapfrog EducationNecessity for Leapfrog Education

nn Global expansion of applied imaginationGlobal expansion of applied imagination
nn Education needs to be flexible, broadEducation needs to be flexible, broad--basedbased
nn Three knowledgeThree knowledge--producing domains of LFEproducing domains of LFE
nn LegacyLegacy
nn EmergentEmergent
nn IntentionalIntentional

nn New Paradigm of education built on New Paradigm of education built on 
imagination, praxis, global needs and imagination, praxis, global needs and 
inclusivenessinclusiveness



LetLet’’s continue this conversation!s continue this conversation!

Discuss more on our Web site:Discuss more on our Web site:

http://www.EducationFutures.comhttp://www.EducationFutures.com

Contact:Contact:
nn Arthur HarkinsArthur Harkins, University of Minnesota, , University of Minnesota, harki001@umn.eduharki001@umn.edu,,

+1 612/743+1 612/743--75287528
nn John MoravecJohn Moravec, University of Minnesota, , University of Minnesota, moravec@umn.edumoravec@umn.edu,,

+1 612/325+1 612/325--59925992
nn George KubikGeorge Kubik, University of Minnesota, , University of Minnesota, kubik005@umn.edukubik005@umn.edu
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